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Abstract: Particle size distribution (PSD) is an important parameter in the process of fluidization, and it always plays a crucial
role in a gas-solid fluidized system. A PSD model for on-line PSD determination based on acoustic emission (AE) measurement
was developed according to the mechanism of particle collision with the inner wall of the cylinder and multi-scale wavelet decomposition analysis. This PSD model illuminates the quantitative relationship between the energy percentage of AE signals for
different scales and the PSD, which indicates the feasibility of the application of the PSD model. Experiments were undertaken
both in lab and plant gas-solid fluidized setup with polyethylene particles, and the parameters of the PSD model were calibrated
and revised. The experimental conditions and results proved that the PSD model was suitable for on-line measurement and was
sufficiently sensible and accurate. Concerning agglomeration, the PSD model also showed exact serviceability on detecting the
onset of agglomeration by abnormal PSD, and the result agreed with that from the radiation method. Ultimately, AE measurement
was found to be a reliable and credible means for understanding the PSD information that affects the behavior of a system, which
can provide valuable guidance for practical applications.
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1 Introduction
Particle size distribution (PSD) is a fundamental
parameter in the process of fluidization, and it has
become increasingly attractive in many different industrial applications during the past decade. There are
many situations where the knowledge of PSD during
fluidized bed operation is desirable. For example, in
the mining and mineral processing industry, on-line
measurements of coarse PSDs have been used to
monitor the size distributions of crushing/grinding
products (Lange, 1988; Lin et al., 1995; 2000), and in
the rock blasting industry, blast control modeling
requires information on the blasted PSDs (Hunter et
‡
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al., 1990; Monoro and Gonzalez, 1993; Franklin and
Katsabanis, 1996).
In most cases, PSD has a strong influence on the
hydrodynamics and related characteristics of gassolid fluidized beds, such as mixing and conversion.
Most powder handling/processing operations rely on
the measurement of size distributions, which is a key
factor in improving process efficiency (Fuerstenau
and Kenneth, 2003). Therefore, it is an essential
quality control characteristic of many industrial
product specifications that often affecting important
bulk characteristics; e.g., the PSD is a major determinant regarding flow properties.
As a means of obtaining the correct method of
monitoring PSD, many applications have been presented. However, conventional PSD monitoring
technologies, such as sieving, image analysis of prepared samples, laser diffraction, and laser backscattering, do not provide the monitoring capability
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necessary to achieve on-line PSD control especially
for systems in which the particles are highly nonspherical (Braatz, 2002). The sieving method can be
tedious and time-consuming particularly when handling large amounts of fine particles (Allen, 1990;
Fuerstenau and Kenneth, 2003). The laser diffraction
overestimates the broadness of the spherical diameter
distribution for high-aspect-ratio particles due to
orientation effects and the spherical models used to
interpret the diffraction data (Naito et al., 1998; Xu
and Guida, 2003). The chord length distribution
measured using laser backscattering can be inverted
theoretically to obtain the PSD for high-aspect-ratio
particles, but the inversion is highly ill-posed
(Worlitschek et al., 2005; Larsen et al., 2006) and
requires assumptions regarding the particle shape. To
summarize, the shortcomings of the methods used at
present limit their applications in practice. Therefore,
it is of crucial importance to find an effective on-line
measurement to monitor PSD in gas-solid fluidized
beds.
Often, an on-line technique should both be fast
and robust in delivering the results, typically for a
large number of measurements, and reliable in having
high levels of accuracy and precision. In comparison
with those methods mentioned above, passive acoustic emission (AE) signals, which are generated as a
result of the collision by particles and sampled by
accelerometers, have much information about the size
and movement of fluidized particles (Cody et al.,
1996; 2000; Halstensen and Esbensen, 2000; Boyd
and Varley, 2001; Mylvaganam, 2003; Jiang et al.,
2007; Ren et al., 2008). In other words, AE signals are
sensitive and selective to particle movement, which
makes it possible to monitor information of particles
by analyzing AE signals. Also, AE measurement is
proved to be a reliable and well-established technique
for machinery condition, and has been proved sensitive, environmentally friendly, non-invasive, and
suitable for on-line measurements (Wang et al., 2007;
2010; He et al., 2009). In this paper, the AE method
and multi-scale wavelet analysis were applied, and a
PSD model was obtained. To our delight, the results
demonstrated that AE technique and energy analysis
can serve as reliable tools to monitor PSD both in
cold-model equipment and pilot-scale setup.
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2 Particle size distribution model based on
acoustic emission method
For homogeneous particles with the same diameter D and mass m impact on an area ΔA of the
internal wall of a fluidized bed, the resultant force F(t)
is given by
n

F (t ) = ∑ 2mviδ (t − ti ),

(1)

i =1

where the Dirac delta function δ (t) related with time t,
ti is the arrival time of the ith particle, and vi is the
vertical velocity of the ith particle colliding with the
wall. Thus, there are fp·T impacts in the time interval
T, where fp is the mean arrival rate of the particles on
the area ΔA. The mean force of particles in the unit
time can be written as
< F (t ) >=

1 T
2mv T n
F (t )dt =
∑ δ (t − ti )dt , (2)
∫
T 0
T ∫0 i =1

where v is the mean vertical velocity of all particles
colliding with the wall, and n is the particle number.
For

t n

∫ ∑ δ (t − t )dt = f t , <F(t)> can be described as
0

i =1

i

p

< F (t ) >= 2mvf p .

(3)

This relationship should be familiar as the
starting point for the calculation of the pressure exerted on the wall of a vessel by the impact of the
molecules in a gas. The acoustic pressure PAE can be
written by

PAE = η

< F (t ) >
,
ΔA

(4)

where η denotes the efficiency of the impacted pressure that transforms to the acoustic pressure. Assume
that the concentration of the particles impacted on the
wall is C, which is in inverse ratio to the projection
area of the particles to the wall; that is, C=ξ/D2, where
ξ is the coefficient. The mean arrival rate of the particles on the area ΔA, fp, is given by
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Δ Av
= Cv.
ΔA

(5)

where Eka ( D j ) and Ekd ( D j ) represent the energies of

Therefore, the average acoustic energy flux in
the unit time can be written as

approximation signal components and detail signal
components in the kth scale of the jth component
particle, respectively, and t is the time of the signal
from 1 to T. Then, the energy of the jth component
particles would be given by (Peng, 2000)

fp = C

J = PAE Δ Av = 2η mv 2 f p = 2ξη mv 3 / D 2 .

(6)

K

E ( D j ) = Eka ( D j ) + ∑ E dk ( D j ).

The acoustic energy E is given by
T

T

0

0

E = ∫ Jdt = ∫

π
ξηρs v3 Ddt ,
3

(7)

where the acoustic energy E is the function of particle
diameter D, density ρs, and time interval T. That is to
say, if ρs and T are invariable, the acoustic energy E is
associated with particle diameter D, even the PSD.
For j component particles that the jth component
particle mean size is Dj with the mass fraction xj impact onto the inner wall, the acoustic energy for the
mixture Emix can be written as (Haar, 1954)
J

Emix = ∑ E ( D j ) x j or
j =1

J

E(Dj )

j =1

Emix

∑

x j = 1,

(8)

where E(Dj) is the acoustic energy of the particle j.
For j component particles, j kinds of formulas are
needed at least to obtain PSD. In this study, Daubechies 2 wavelet is chosen to analyze the experimental
data. By wavelet decomposition with the Mallat algorithm as shown in Fig. 1, the original signals will be
decomposed into k scales of orthogonal approximation and detail functions, and the number k (k=1,
2, …, K) reflects the decomposition level.

d0

(10)

k =1

a1

a2

"

aK

d1

d2

"

dK

Define the energy of AE signals in all scales
decomposed by wavelet transform as follows:
T

t =1

t =1

Eka ( D j ) = ∑ ak2 , Ekd ( D j ) = ∑ d k2 ,

a
⎧ J
Eka ( D j )
Emix,
k
x
, k = K,
=
λ
⎪∑ j
j
E(Dj )
Emix
⎪ j =1
(11)
⎨ J
d
Ekd ( D j )
Emix,
⎪
k
⎪∑ λ j E ( D ) x j = E , k = 1, 2, ..., K ,
mix
j
⎩ j =1
λ j = E ( D j ) / Emix .
(12)

Apparently, the accuracy of the PSD results
calculated by Eq. (11) relates to the decomposition
level k. For instance, 7 components of particle sizes
need 7 or more decomposed scales. By defining the
characteristic parameters as
⎧⎪ Pka ( D j ) = Eka ( D j ) / E ( D j ),
⎨ d
d
⎪⎩ Pk ( D j ) = Ek ( D j ) / E ( D j ),

(13)

the PSD model can be simplified as

Fig. 1 Signal decomposition using the wavelet Mallat
algorithm
ak: approximation signal; dk: detail signal (k=1, 2, …, K)

T

For the independency characteristic of acoustic
waves (Wu, 1999), their properties (frequency, amplitude, etc.) remain invariable when several waves
are mixed. Consequently, we could assume the conservation of the energy in each scale, and the relationship between the energy of particle j and the
mixture can be written as

(9)

⎧N
a
a
⎪∑ λ j Pk ( D j ) x j = Pmix, k , k = K ,
⎪ j =1
⎨N
⎪ λ P d ( D ) x = P d , k = 1, 2, ..., K ,
j k
j
j
mix, k
⎪⎩∑
j =1

(14)

a
d
where Pmix,k
and Pmix,k
(k=1, 2, …, K) represent the

approximation and detail energy fractions of mixed
particles in each scale. Since pre-experiments indicated that particles with the same size had the same
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characteristic parameters in all scales, the characteristic parameters of the particle j, Pka ( D j ) (k=K) and

Pkd ( D j ) (k = 1, 2, …, K ), and those of the mixture
a
d
Pmix,k
(k=K) and Pmix,
k ( k = 1, 2, …, K ) can be cali-

brated through designed experiments. From Eq. (12),
we find that the parameter λi can be obtained from the
ratio of E(Di) and Emix, which can be obtained in the
calibration process in pre-experiment. Subsequently,
once the parameter λi is given by experimental data,
the mass fraction xi would be calculated by Eq. (14),
which is defined as the PSD model.

3 Experimental apparatus

Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus used in this study. It consists of
two parts: a fluidized bed and the AE measurement
system. For cold-model equipment, the fluidized bed
is made of transparent Plexiglas with an inside diameter of 0.15 m and a height of 2.0 m. The
perforated-plate distributor (with a pore diameter of
2.0 mm and an open area ratio of 2.6%) is installed at
the bottom. Air was used as fluidization gas and the
velocity varied from 0 to 1.1 m/s. For the pilot-scale
setup, the fluidized bed is made of stainless steel with
a diameter of 4.5 m and a height of 12 m. The superficial gas velocity is 0.6 m/s, and the distributor is
perforate plated with an open area ratio of 3.2%.
7
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The acoustic shot noise (the acoustic signals
generated from the particle shooting) on-line collection and analysis system developed by the UNILAB
Research Center of Chemical Engineering in Zhejiang
University, China consists of the data collection system
and the computer. The data collection system includes
an AE signal sensor, an amplifier, and an analog to
digital conversion. The AE sensor is a piezoelectric
accelerometer, which is broadly used in collecting the
acceleration of vibration without the noise transferred
via the air (PXR 15, 50–250 kHz, 150 dB). AE sensors were mounted on the outer wall of the column at
0.1 m above the distributor in the experimental apparatus and 1 m in the industrial fluidized bed, respectively, with a sampling frequency of 500 kHz.
4 Results and discussion
4.1 Applications of PSD model

4.1.1 Influence of decomposed level k
In this study, three kinds of polyethylene particles with different PSDs were chosen for the experiments: linear low density polyethylene (LLDPE,
PSD of the large particles dominated), high density
polyethylene (HDPE, PSD of two peaks), and bimodal PE (fine particles dominated). The physical
properties of experiment particles are shown in
Table 1. As the decomposition level changed with
k=1, 2, …, 16, the PSDs of LLDPE, HDPE, and bimodal PE were calculated through PSD model. All of
the results suggested that the difference between the
estimated value and the actual value decreased as the
analysis scale increased, and it reached a minimum at
a special scale level, which is called the optimum
scale. In our case, the optimum scale is found to be 7
by comparing the estimated value from PSD model
with the sieving method, with the maximum error
being 4.3%. The frequency ranges of 7 scales were
shown in Table 2.
Table 1 Physical properties of particles

1: Fan; 2: Dryer and heater; 3: Flow meter; 4: Mixing room; 5:
Distributor; 6: Fluidized bed; 7: Expanding section; 8: Acoustic
sensor; 9: Data acquisition system; 10: Computer

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the cold-model of fluidized
bed reactor

Particle den- Mean particle
Young’s
sity (kg/m3) size (mm) modulus (N/m2)
LLDPE
920
0.710
109
HDPE
961
0.670
109
Bimodal PE
940
0.365
109
Material
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Table 2 Frequency ranges of 7 scales wavelet transform
Frequency
range (kHz)
250–500
125–250
62.5–125.0
31.25–62.50

Energy
Frequency
distribution range (kHz)
d5
15.63–31.25
d6
7.82–15.63
d7
3.91–7.82
a7
0–3.91

4.1.2 PSD model for lab and plant setups
Experiments were carried out in cold-model
equipment and pilot-scale setup, the superficial velocity of gas U was kept constant at 0.6 m/s, and the
weights of the fluidized particles were 500 and
2000 g, respectively. In plant setups, e.g., LLDPE
particles, seven kinds of particles were chosen previously for the experiment, whose particle sizes were
0.14 mm (j=1), 0.18 mm (j=2), 0.36 mm (j=3),
0.50 mm (j=4), 0.71 mm (j=5), 1.19 mm (j=6), and
2.00 mm (j=7) by the sieving method. The mixture of
seven kinds of particles and the single particle were
fluidized, and the AE signals were obtained. The
energy distributions of each particle in all scales
Pkd ( D j ) (k=1–7) in detail part and Pka ( D j ) (k=7) in
approximation part were calibrated by experimental
data (Fig. 3a). Fig. 3b illustrated the energy distribud
tion of the mixture in all scales Pmix,k
(k=1–7) and
a
Pmix,k
(k=7). Since λi can be calculated by experi-

Energy percentage (%)

mental data, the mass fraction of each particle xj can be
deduced by the PSD model as demonstrated in Fig. 3.
30
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0
30
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0
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0
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0
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0
30
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4.2 Parameter revision of PSD model

By comparing different values of results between the PSD model and the sieving method for
three different particles, we could find that the difference of bimodal PE system is obviously greater
than those of LLDPE and HDPE both in plant and
laboratory (Fig. 4). The reason can be that bimodal PE
particles have lower crystallization (the crystallization level is low in the process of production) and less
molecular weight, which lead to lower mechanical
strengths (such as elasticity and Young’s modulus).
Moreover, the decrease in Young’s modulus of the
particles affects the energy ratio of a single particle to
mixed particle λj. In other words, the decrease affects
the contribution of energy of each single PE particle
to the total energy of mixed PE particles, which

7

j=1

x1

j=2

x2

j=3

x3

j=4

x4

j=5

x5

j=6

x6

j=7

x7

Composed with the
mass fraction

Energy percentage (%)

Energy
distribution
d1
d2
d3
d4

Concerning the influence of particle kinds on the
results, AE signals from three different polyethylene
powders of LLDPE, HDPE, and bimodal PE were
obtained for experiments both in cold-model equipment and industrial fluidized beds (Fig. 4). The results from the PSD method were in high agreement
with the sieving method for all three particles. The
corresponding deviations in cold-model equipment
were 3.2%, 5.3%, and 8.8%, while for the industrial
setup the average deviations were 6.2%, 8.3%, and
15.8%, respectively.
The above illustration for different particles
demonstrated that PSD model based on AE method is
suitable for on-line PSD prediction and showed a
reliable accuracy.

30
15
0
d1

d2

d3

d4

d5

d6

d7

a7

(b)

a7

(a)

Fig. 3 Energy distribution of single particles (LLDPE) (a) and the mixture (b) in seven scales in experimental apparatus (U=0.6 m/s; ρs=920 kg/m3)
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Sieving method
PSD model in lab setup
PSD model in plant setup

0.5

(a)

Mass fraction

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

(b)

0.35

Mass fraction

0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10

phenomenon is caused by the increase of temperature
in the plant setup, which leads to the change of
Young’s modulus and parameter λj. According to
Landau (1970) and Ma (1983), the ratio of elastic
modulus at the temperatures of 25 and 85 °C is 0.77
for PE particles. Therefore, the ratio of frequency in
the laboratory and plant setups is given as
flab/fplant=1.11 according to the relationship between
the frequency and elastic modulus parameter f∝D−0.4
(Ni et al., 1997). This also indicates that the frequency
of acoustic signals in plant is lower than that in
laboratory; that is to say, the data calculated from a
laboratory setup (energy ratio λj and characteristic
parameters Pk,d(D) and Pk,a(D)) are also suitable for a
plant setup through revision.

0.05
0.00

(c)

Mass fraction

0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05

Energy pecentage (%)

0.35

0.00

In lab setup
In plant setup
In plant setup with agglomeration

25
20
15
10
5
0

1

2

3
4
5
6
Size of particle j

7

Fig. 4 Comparison of PSD results from the PSD model
and sieving method for LLDPE (a), HDPE (b), and bimodal PE (c)
U=0.6 m/s; ρs＝920 kg/m3

results in less accuracy for bimodal PE particle system.
Conversely, the fluidized particles in the plant setup
under the condition of 85–100 °C whose Young’s
moduli are obviously lower than those in the laboratory
will also cause the change of λj. This explanation
supports the result that the PSD errors in the plant setup
are bigger than those in the laboratory. To sum up, λj
varies and affects the accuracy of the PSD model under
special conditions. As a consequence, the parameter λj
in the PSD model must be revised before practical
application to obtain an accurate result.
Fig. 5 shows the energy distribution of acoustic
signals of LLDPE particles in laboratory and plant
setups when signals are decomposed into 7 scales. It
is demonstrated that the energy distributions in both
situations are similar. We can also find that the energy
percentage of the plant setup is higher than those of
the laboratory in low frequency parts (d5 and d6). This

d1

d2

d3

d4

d5

d6

d7

a7

Energy distribution

Fig. 5 Comparison of the energy percentage of LLPDE in
experimental apparatus, industrial unit, and agglomeration appeared
U=0.6 m/s; ρs=920 kg/m3

4.3 Forecast of the agglomeration in gas-solid
fluidized beds

The control of fluidization quality is already
known to play an important role in the processes of
industry production in a gas-solid fluidized bed. In
nearly all these processes, it is of crucial importance
to prevent the onset of agglomeration. Under most
fluidization conditions, the onset of agglomeration
always results in a rapid decrease of frequency of
acoustic signals (Jiang et al., 2007), which provides
important information about detection of the appearance of agglomeration. As shown in Fig. 5,
compared with normal operation, the energy percentages under agglomeration conditions seem to
have an increase in low frequency parts (a7, d7, d6, and
d5) whose energies are mostly attributed to the impact
of particles with a large size according to the fact that
the collision of particles with different sizes leads to
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specific frequency ranges. Meanwhile, the energy
percentages in high frequency parts (d1–d4) decrease
correspondingly. That is, the energy distribution with
agglomeration in all scales is distinctly different from
that under normal operations, which means that different operational conditions result in different PSD.
Eventually, the mass fraction of particles with sizes
larger than 2.00 mm under abnormal conditions is
calculated as 27.8% through the PSD model, which
greatly exceeds the value of 9.7% under normal conditions. From another point of view, high percentage
of particles with a large size also testifies the existence of agglomeration. Also, the on-line radiation
measurement and sampling methods proved the
above conclusion, and the fluidized bed was used to
detect the existence of agglomeration with a size of 50
mm. In summary, the results indicated that the PSD
model based on the AE method can also be applied to
the fluidization systems for flow quality detection,
and the results can be used to predict the onset of
agglomeration by abnormal PSD. This proposed
measurement shows sufficient reason and accuracy in
the range of experimental conditions analyzed and
plays an important role in practical production.

d7, d6, and d5) and a decrease in high frequency parts
(d1–d4) correspondingly, which leads to abnormal
PSD. That is, PSD model based on AE technique and
energy analysis can be successfully used to monitor
the fluidization quality and detect the unstable condition in gas-solid fluidized systems by abnormal PSD,
which plays an important role in practical production.
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